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Introduction
We consider the problem of distinguishing causally-consistent global states in asynchronous distributed systems. Lamport [19] introduces causality, a means of providing temporal structure to asynchronous systems. Causality may be used to define a consistent global state [6, 26] of an asynchronous system, sometimes referred to as a consistent cut. Consistent cuts are fundamental to asynchronous systems, as they correspond to possible simultaneous global states. We address the class of consistent-cut protocols or CCPs, protocols in which causally-consistent states are distinguished in computations of an underlying system. CCPs arise in numerous distributed applications involving co-ordinated action, such as system checkpointing [6, 17, 26] , deadlock detection [5] , distributed termination [13] and broadcasting [3] .
Panangaden and Taylor [25] looked at the use of CCPs in the attainment of concurrent common knowledge in asynchronous systems. It was remarked that the protocols which they examined required processors to suspend their normal execution until some series of actions stipulated by the protocol had been performed. This phenomenon we call inhibition, following [27] . In that work, inhibition refers to protocols delaying actions of the underlying system for an interval. The notion of inhibition is not confined to CCPs: in work by Bouge´and Francez [4] , this concept is termed freezing and is defined for a general notion of superimposed processes. However, we are interested here in fundamental relationships between inhibition and the ability to determine consistent global states, and in the important distinction between local and global inhibition, as described below.
We refine previous works [10, 27] by separating cases where a protocol delays events until some number of local actions -send and internal events -have been performed, from cases where it delays events while a processor waits for communication from another processor. We distinguish these as local versus global inhibition. The latter is a more serious form of inhibition, as one processor may well have to wait upon the reception of a message from a much slower neighbor (if a processor or the communication medium is unreliable then the wait may be indefinite); while the duration of the wait in local inhibition is determined entirely by the speed of the processor at which the inhibition occurs. Local inhibition can be used to form indivisible local operations which perform multiple tasks, such as the atomic receive-send operation of [27] . Local inhibition is also sufficient to develop CCPs for FIFO systems. However, we will show in Section 6 that global inhibition must be used in non-FIFO systems. The distinction between local and global inhibition also turns out to be a crucial one when looking at questions of message-complexity (see Sect. 8 ).
An inspection of the CCPs given in [25] -Flood2 and ¹ree of Sect. 4 -reveals that the former uses local inhibition while the latter uses global inhibition. Neither, however, requires a complete suspension of a processor's normal activity: one prevents a processor from receiving messages for a certain interval, while the other prevents a processor from sending messages. In our analysis, then, of the degree to which a protocol interferes with normal processor execution, we examine the question of whether sends, receives, or both must be delayed in order for a CCP to be successful. Also, though our model assumes that processors have the power to refuse to receive messages at given points in their execution, this differs from such models as those of [20, 16] , in which any of a processor's input events can occur at any time. Those works take the view that a processor cannot necessarily control whether or not other processors send it messages, and hence whether or not there will be a message arriving on some channel at any given point in its execution. Under these assumptions, protocols must be successful using send inhibition alone.
Two final considerations in our discussion of CCPs are: whether the systems for which the protocol must be correct are FIFO or non-FIFO; and whether protocol messages are allowed to be inconsistent with respect to the cut designated by the protocol. The latter question arises from the different applications of CCPs. If a CCP is being developed for use in system check-pointing, then the consistency of the protocol messages is perhaps immaterial. If, however, it is being used to attain concurrent common knowledge of information contained in the protocol messages, then these messages must be consistent with respect to the designated cut. Previous works on consistent global states have assumed one case or the other implicitly; however, this assumption affects the success of some protocols and the existence of protocols under certain conditions.
As in [27] , in order to formalize inhibition we separate protocol and system events. Thus our results hold for protocols which cannot use techniques such as piggybacking, in which a message may contain both system and protocol information. This issue is discussed further at the end of Sect. 2 and in Sect. 8 .
In [27] it is shown that there is no non-inhibitory CCP for non-FIFO systems, and a non-inhibitory CCP is given for FIFO systems. However, this ''non-inhibitory'' CCP uses an indivisible local operation for receiving a message and sending multiple messages, in addition to the more standard [1, 7, 22] single-message send, singlemessage receive, and internal operations. This protocol is certainly inhibitory in a model containing only the last three kinds of events, as the atomic receive-send would be implemented by inhibiting other system actions while the components of the composed operation are taking place. In [10] , it is shown that indeed there is no non-inhibitory CCP for FIFO systems without this atomic receive-send mechanism. In this paper we demonstrate the following results:
-Using global receive inhibition and local send inhibition, there is no CCP for non-FIFO systems. Moreover, this is true even if protocol messages may be inconsistent.
-There is no non-inhibitory CCP for FIFO systems, even if protocol messages may be inconsistent.
-There is no CCP for FIFO systems that uses only local send inhibition, if protocol messages must be consistent.
We also present three well-known CCPs and discuss their inhibitory nature, along with the conditions under which each is successful. All of these results are organized into a thirty-six case summary of protocols and impossibility results as a function of system assumptions and protocol capabilities. (See Fig. 4 of Sect. 4.)
System model
We model asynchronous distributed systems; more specifically, sets of autonomous processors that communicate by sending and receiving messages along bi-directional channels. By asynchronous, we mean that (1) there is no global system clock, (2) there is finite but unbounded delay in the transmission of messages between processors, and (3) processors may proceed at different rates. We assume that the network is connected, though not necessarily completely connected. Systems are assumed to be reliable: no processor can fail, no message can be lost or altered in transmission, and all messages received have been sent.
Our model is similar to other models of asynchronous systems [7, 22, 25] : the system behavior is represented by a set of possible runs; each run is composed of sequences of events corresponding to the local actions of each processor, together with a partial order that models potential causality. Unlike [7, 25] , we wish to incorporate into our model some way to describe formally the set of events that could occur at any given point in a processor's execution. We explicitly model the enabling of events by preceding event sequences, as is typically done in studies of transition systems or event structures [20, 25, 28] . We do this by means of a formalism known as an enabling relation. Conceivably, there are circumstances under which certain events cannot or should not occur at a given processor. An enabling relation describes which events, exactly, may occur next at any given point in a processor's execution. Our model also explicitly separates protocol and system events. These two features will allow us to define inhibition by comparing the enabling of events by a system alone with the enabling of events by system and protocol together.
Each system consists of a connected network of N processors joined by bi-directional channels. We let I" +1, 2, 2 , N, denote the set of processor identifiers, and C denote the set of bi-directional channels, consisting of unordered pairs of distinct elements from I. If the unordered pair (i, j) is in C, then processor i can send messages to processor j, and vice versa; we then term i and j neighbors.
With each processor i is associated a set E G of events. An infinite sequence of events from E G is called a local history of processor i, and any finite sequence (including the empty sequence) is a local state of i. We let States(E G ) denote the set of all finite sequences of events from E G ; the empty sequence of events is the unique initial state of i. Events are of three kinds: send events, in which one message is sent to a neighbor; receive events, in which one message is received from a neighbor; and internal events. We assume that messages in the system are unique, so that there is no ambiguity as to which send and receive events correspond.
Also associated with a processor i is an enabling relation M G on local states and events:
, then we say that local state l G enables event e G . We assume that every local state enables some event (i.e. a processor never fails by getting stuck in a state from which it cannot proceed). The enabling relation describes events which may occur next according to the state transitions allowed by the local process state. However, some enabled events may not in fact occur next in any run (see below): for instance, j might be willing to receive a message, but cannot actually do so unless some send event occurs at an appropriate point in some neighboring processor's execution.
We are interested in systems with two restrictions on the manner in which receive events are or are not able to occur. At any point in its execution, processor i may be willing to receive messages from one processor but not from a second processor. However, i may not selectively enable receives on a single channel based on message contents. A message may contain information about the events which have taken place at the sending processor. Thus knowledge of the message's contents potentially allows those events to affect the subsequent execution of the receiving processor. Because potential causality (see below) is transmitted only through the reception of a message, we do not allow processors to ''peek'' at messages prior to having received them; they can only gain knowledge of a message's contents through the appropriate receive event. We encode this restriction in our formal description by requiring the following property of enabling relations: for each processor i and each local state l
G for any message m from j. If a system is reliable, it should be the case that any message which is sent to a processor may always eventually be received by that processor. A system in which this property did not hold would be inherently unreliable: a message that is delivered by the communication medium but cannot be received by the processor is in effect a message that has been lost. We therefore require the additional property that in any local history r G of processor i, for each neighbor j of i there are infinitely many prefixes of r G which enable the reception of messages from j. Using the elements described thus far, we can now formally describe a system. A system S is a 4-tuple (I, C, E, M), where I"+1, 2 , N, is a set of processor identifiers; C is a set of unordered pairs of distinct processors from I such that for any two processors i and j, there is a sequence (i, i ),
We will associate a set of possible executions, or runs, with each system. First, we introduce a means of providing temporal structure to sets of local histories, as in [19] . This temporal structure expresses the fact that certain events precede other events and could, therefore, have a causal effect on them. Hence this is referred to as potential causality, or simply causality. Given an N-vector r"(r , 2 , r , ), where r G is a local history of processor i for each i, event e happens-immediately-before event e, written e|e, if either (1) e and e are both events in r G , for some i, and e occurs immediately before e in r G , or (2) e is send(m) and e is receive(m) for some message m. The relation happensbefore, denoted P, is the transitive closure of happensimmediately-before: ePe in run r if there exist events e , e , 2 , e L such that e>e >2 >e L >e. Equivalently, ePe if and only if there is an event e such that e>e and ePe or e"e.
We can now associate a set of total runs with each system, corresponding to the possible executions of that system. A vector r of local histories is a total run (or simply run) of a system S"(I, C, E, M) if four conditions hold:
the reflexive closure of happens-before is a partial order on the set of events included in r, i.e. there are no two events e and e such that ePe and ePe in r; (3) there is no event receive(m) in r for which there is not a corresponding send(m); and (4) there is no event send(m) in r for which there is no receive(m). The third and fourth conditions assert that the system is reliable in that no messages are ''spontaneously generated'', and all messages sent are eventually delivered. While we require all processor histories to be infinite, finite execution can easily be modeled by an infinite sequence of events, all but finitely many of which are ''no-op'' events.
If the first three conditions hold of a vector r" (r , 2 , r , ) of local states, then r is called a partial run. Given a partial run r, for any total run r such that r G is a prefix of local history r G for all i, r is called a consistent cut of r. Equivalently, given a total run r and an arbitrary vector (l , 2 , l , ) of local states of r, this vector is a consistent cut of r if and only if it does not include the reception of a message whose send is not also included. A message whose reception is included in a cut, but whose send is not, is called inconsistent with respect to that cut. (Note: our Lemma 1 will show that any partial run is in fact the prefix of some total run; however, not every prefix of a total run is a partial run, as it may contain the reception of a message but not the corresponding send.)
A protocol is a function from systems to systems. A protocol cannot change the physical configuration of the system, and none of the events of the original system can be lost. New events, however, may be added, which we will call protocol events as opposed to system events. We define a function SysEvents which, given a finite or infinite sequence of system and protocol events, returns the projection of that sequence onto the set of system events.
Formally, a protocol P is a function which maps a system S"(I, C, E, M) to a new system P(S)"
and (2) for all total runs r"(r , 2 , r , ), the run (SysEvents(r ), 2 , SysEvents(r , )) is a total run of the original system S. We refer to runs of this modified system as runs of the protocol with respect to the original system. Condition (2) requires that the projection of a protocol run onto the set of system events be some valid behavior of the original system.
We investigate the existence of consistent-cut protocols for our systems: protocols that, in every run, distinguish a set of local states that form a consistent cut. These differ from snapshot protocols [6, 17] in that we are not concerned with recording the states of channels. (Note that the states of the channels could be constructed at need by the processors. Of course, impossibility results for consistentcut protocols directly apply to protocols, such as snapshots, that perform other tasks in addition to determining consistent cuts.) For simplicity, we consider protocols which distinguish a single consistent cut in each run. Our results generalize in a straightforward manner to protocols distinguishing multiple non-intersecting consistent cuts.
Definition 1.
A consistent-cut protocol (CCP) is a protocol P which, for every system S and every protocol run r in P(S), will designate a vector cut(r) of local states called cut states in such a way that (1) for all r, cut(r) is a consistent cut of r; (2) for any two protocol runs r and r both containing local state l G of processor i, if l G is i's cut state in run r then it is also i's cut state in run r; and (3) for any partial run r of the original system S, there is a protocol run r of P(S) that extends r; i.e. for each i, r G is a prefix of r G .
The second condition implies that the cut state of each processor is distinguishable to that processor. Each processor must know it is at its cut state, if it is to take some action in response to the cut. More formally, each processor achieves concurrent common knowledge of the fact that it has reached the cut designated by the protocol, and thus some concurrent co-ordinated action can be taken [23] . The third condition implies that a CCP cut may occur arbitrarily late in the run of the underlying system; this eliminates protocols that, for example, only distinguish the cut ( , 2 , ) at the beginning of a run. We sometimes consider CCPs in which cut(r) may contain inconsistent protocol messages; this implies that condition (1) is changed to require that(SysEvents(l ), 2 ,
. Also, we are sometimes concerned with modeling systems whose channels exhibit first-in-first-out behavior. Thus for FIFO systems, we impose the following additional constraint on total runs: if send(m)Psend(m) in r, where m and m are both messages from i to j, then receive(m)Preceive(m) in r. When we refer to a protocol for FIFO systems, we assume that if S satisfies the FIFO condition then so does P(S). A CCP for FIFO systems is a protocol which behaves as required for all FIFO systems S rather than for all systems.
We have chosen a model in which system and protocol events are strictly separate. We wish to abstract away from any specific communication mechanism that implements the reliable FIFO/non-FIFO message delivery that we assume. Reliability and FIFO ordering are typically achieved with the aid of piggybacking (for example, of sequence numbers onto messages); this may be a communication subsystem level capability only, or it may be available to the consistent-cut protocol as well. In the latter case, a CCP that might be used is the well-known ''redwhite'' protocol (see Sect. 8 for a fuller discussion). However, there may be circumstances under which it is impossible or undesirable to use piggybacking: it may be that the CCP is being implemented by a software module that only interacts with the messaging system via commands to send and receive messages; or it may be implemented in an environment where changing message formats in order to accommodate the protocol marker would be expensive. Our results show that if piggybacking is not an option, then some form of inhibition -local for FIFO systems, global for non-FIFO systems -is required for a CCP. We discuss the effects of piggybacking, and other model perturbations, in the conclusions.
The inhibition spectrum
The definitions of this section will allow us to characterize nine different categories of protocols with respect to their inhibitory characteristics.
First, we define inhibition essentially as in [27] , but add an intermediate step by first defining the notion of disabling an event.
Definition 2. Let S"(I, C, E, M) be a system and P be a protocol with P(S)"(I, C, E, M).
Definition 3.
A protocol is non-inhibitory if no system event is disabled in any run of the protocol. Any protocol which does disable system events is inhibitory.
A non-inhibitory protocol, then, does not interfere with the running of the underlying system. Note that there need be only one system S and one run of P(S) in which events are disabled in order for the protocol P to be inhibitory.
Recall that we wish to separate cases where a protocol delays events only until some number of local actions -sends and internal events -has been performed from cases where it delays events while waiting for communication from another processor. Hence we distinguish two types of inhibition, local and global. Note that in the run r itself, there may well be receive events occurring between l G and the point at which e G is no longer disabled. However, this may be purely coincidental; thus, provided that there is some run where there is no intervening receive, we can conclude that the duration of the delay is under local control.
We use the terminology that an event may be locally or globally delayed, whereas in doing so a protocol exhibits local or global inhibition. Given the definition of local delay, locally and globally inhibitory protocols are defined in a straightforward manner.
Definition 5.
A protocol is locally inhibitory if any event disabled in any run of the protocol is locally delayed. An inhibitory protocol that does not have this property is globally inhibitory.
This implies that, in all runs of a globally inhibitory protocol, some events are delayed while waiting for communication from another processor.
Finally, we also consider whether or not send events or receive events are delayed by an inhibitory protocol. Recall that we will be interested in asking questions about the degree of inhibition necessary to allow a protocol to distinguish possible global states in asynchronous runs. Because the occurrence (or lack thereof ) of internal events cannot effect the consistency of a set of states, the ability (or lack thereof ) to inhibit internal events is not an issue.
Definition 6. A protocol exhibits send inhibition if some (locally or globally) delayed events are send events. Likewise, a protocol exhibits receive inhibition if some (locally or globally) delayed events are receive events.
Note that local send and receive inhibition together suffice to allow a protocol to create, in effect, new ''atomic'' actions, such as the atomic receive-send of [27] : the protocol need only delay all other events until the requisite series of send and internal events has been performed.
We have defined three types of inhibition based on whether send events are delayed locally, globally, or not at all, and similarly for receive events. All together, we now have thirty-six combinations of system and protocol assumptions, the issues being whether the protocol works for non-FIFO systems or only FIFO systems; all messages or only system messages must be consistent with respect to the cut designated by the protocol; the protocol uses no, local, or global inhibition; send events, receive events, or both must be delayed.
Protocols
In this section we give three CCPs and discuss their inhibitory characteristics. The first two are flooding algorithms, in which messages are sent along every channel in the system [6, 8] . Flood1 ( Fig. 1 ) is essentially the Chandy and Lamport checkpointing algorithm [6] . Flood2 (Fig. 2) is similar to that of [27] , with the indivisible receive-send mechanism replaced by local receive inhibition. The third algorithm, ¹ree (Fig. 3) , is a three-phase spanning tree protocol from [27] ; it is similar to protocols in [1, 13] . Complete correctness proofs for all three protocols can be found in [11] .
Flood1 and Flood2 work only for FIFO systems. In both, messages are sent along every channel in the system, beginning with messages sent by a distinguished initiator I.
-Initiator I, at any time: start CCP; (Cut) send(Cut) to each neighbor j before sending further system messages to j. -Other processors i, immediately upon the first occurrence of a receive event of the form receive(Cut) from some k : (Cut) send(Cut) to each neighbor j9k before sending further system messages to j. Let ¹ be a spanning tree of the network rooted at I. Let parent(i) and children(i) be the parent and children of i in ¹.
(
1) Initiator I: start CCP; send PrepareCut to children(I). (2) Each internal node i, after receiving PrepareCut: send PrepareCut to children(i). (3) Leaf nodes i, after receiving PrepareCut: disable system sends; send Cut to parent(i). (Cut) (4) Each internal node i, after receiving Cut from children(i): disable system sends; send Cut to parent(i). (Cut) (5) Initiator I, after receiving Cut from children(i): (Cut) send Resume to children(I). (6) Internal nodes i, after receiving Resume from parent(i): send
Resume to children(i); enable disabled system sends. (7) Leaf nodes i, after receiving Resume from parent(i): enable disabled system sends. The processors reach their cut states either immediately upon, or closely following, the first reception of a protocol message. A consistent cut essentially occurs because any system message sent after the protocol messages must arrive after the cut, due to FIFO channels. Additionally, either the sending or receiving of system messages must be delayed during the interval in which protocol messages are sent. In Flood1, the cut is reached at the beginning of that interval, so system messages sent to a neighbor after the cut and prior to the protocol message could be inconsistent and are therefore not permitted by the protocol. In Flood2, the cut is reached at the end of the interval. Consequently, it is the reception of system messages during this interval which could cause inconsistency and must be delayed. In both protocols, the inhibition is only local because a sequence of send events ends the disabling with no necessary communication from another processor. Each (Cut) in Fig. 1 indicates a state in the consistent cut. We assume that an internal protocol event, denoted Start CCP, begins each initiator's protocol execution.
Note that conditions (2) and (3) in the definition of consistent-cut protocols are certainly met by Flood1: for each processor, the first protocol event that occurs in its local history will be the last event of the cut state, and so the cut is distinguishable; the Start CCP event, and hence all further protocol events can occur arbitrarily late in the run. One need only show that the designated states together form a consistent cut with respect to system messages. Note that there will be inconsistent protocol messages in any run of Flood1: all protocol messages are sent after the sending processor has reached its cut state, but no processor (other than the initiator) reaches its cut state before receiving one.
The protocol Flood2 is described in Fig. 2 . Once again, it is easy to see that conditions (2) and (3) in the definition of CCP are satisfied by Flood2. One must still show that the designated states form a consistent-cut, this time with respect to all messages.
The flooding protocols are correct for FIFO systems because the presence of the protocol messages between each pair of neighbors forms a barrier against inconsistency for messages sent afterwards. If the system is not FIFO, however, these protocol messages cannot perform this service, since system messages sent afterwards may arrive at the destination processor first. We therefore need a different approach for non-FIFO systems. Protocol ¹ree uses a three-phase method. A spanning tree of the network, assumed to be known in advance is used to Fig. 4 . Consistent-cut protocols and impossibilities in the inhibition spectrum minimize communication. Again there is a distinguished initiator I (the root of the spanning tree). Three messages, PrepareCut, Cut, and Resume are sent respectively down, up, and back down the spanning tree. System send events are suspended as Cut messages move up the tree, and the suspension is lifted as Resume messages move down the tree. In sum, any inconsistent message sent after the cut -and after the restarting of system send events -would have to be received before being sent, due to causal chains from the receiver to the initiator and from the initiator to the sender. Figure 4 illustrates which of the three CCPs we have discussed are successful under varying system and protocol characteristics. For every case in which none of these protocols can be used, we can demonstrate impossibility as designated by IMP. Specific impossibility results for the IMP cases are presented in the following sections; the remaining impossibilities are immediate consequences of those results.
Recall that we do not assume that processors can choose to receive some messages but not others on a single channel. If this mechanism is allowed in non-FIFO systems, then there is a protocol symmetric to ¹ree, in which receives are globally disabled rather than sends; it is successful regardless of send inhibition and protocol message consistency.
Fundamental lemmas
In this section we present six lemmas concerning the structure of the collection of runs of asynchronous systems in general, and (in the last lemma) the structure of the set of runs containing locally delayed events. These lemmas will be useful in the impossibility results of the following sections. Note that because a protocol maps a system S to a new system P(S), these lemmas apply both to runs of an original system and to runs of a protocol.
The first lemma demonstrates that the name ''partial run'' is justified in that any partial run can indeed be extended to a total run. Thus, a vector of local states can represent the global system state in the course of an execution if and only if it is a partial run.
Lemma 1. If r is a partial run of system S, then there exists at least one total run r of S that extends it; i.e. for all i, r
G is a prefix of r G .
The proof of this first lemma is based on an argument in [27] , which is in turn derived from ideas in [21] . The proof in [27] , however, makes slightly different assumptions about enabling relations than we do here; also, the construction given there does not guarantee that every message that is sent is eventually received. A complete proof for the current model first appeared in [11] ; we reproduce it below.
Proof. We construct a total run r from r by iterating through the set of processors and adding appropriately enabled events to the current partial run. We initialize r to r. For each processor i, we let¸G be a list of all receive events receive(m) of i such that send(m) appears in the corresponding r H , but receive(m) itself does not yet appear in r G . If the system in question is FIFO, we make sure that the receives appear in¸G in the appropriate order, i.e. for each j, the events receive(m) appear in¸G in the same order as the events send(m) appear in r H . Upon each iteration, for each processor i, we traverse the list¸G until we reach a receive event which is enabled by the current state r G ; the event is deleted from the list and added to r G . We then proceed to the next processor. If there is no such enabled receive event, then we arbitrarily pick a send or internal event that is enabled by r G , and add it to r G . If the added event is send(m), then we also add the event receive(m) to the back of the appropriate list¸H. Again, we then proceed to the next processor. Iterations through the set of processors continue indefinitely.
We first show that every processor is visited infinitely many times during the course of the construction. To do this, we must assure that at each stage, and for each i, the list¸G is finite; otherwise the step ''traverse the list¸G'' will not terminate. This is certainly the case in the first iteration, since a partial run contains only finitely many events and thus only finitely many sends to any processor. Sincȩ G consists of receive events for which the corresponding send events are already present,¸G is initially finite. At each iteration, at most N send events are added to the partial run, and therefore at most N receive events are added to all the lists¸G together. Thus each¸G remains finite at each stage in our construction.
We must show that this construction results in a total run. Recall that a partial run is a set of local states such that (1) each event occurring at each processor is enabled by the preceding local state, (2) the happens-before relation is an irreflexive partial order on the events in the set, and (3) for each receive event there is a corresponding send event in the appropriate local state. Clearly each step of the construction results in a new partial run, since the original r (that is, r) is a partial run and all added events have the necessary enabling local states and (in the case of receive events) corresponding send events. Also, new events cannot create causal circularity since they do not happen-before any event in the current partial run: the only way an added event could happen-before an event of the current partial run would be for the added event to be send(m) where receive(m) is already in r. This is impossible since there are no unmatched receives in the original r, and no receive is added unless the corresponding send is already present. Finally, we need to show that every message that is sent in the run is also received. Note first that if the event send(m) is added to r H at some stage in the construction, then the event receive(m) will be added to the appropriate¸G at the same time. We must now ensure that every receive event added to¸G is eventually deleted from it. By the second property of enabling relations, for each neighbor j of i, there are infinitely many prefixes of r G at which receives from j are enabled. Since in our construction receive events are added to r G in preference to send or internal events, this means that infinitely many receive events may be added. Also, the list¸G is always traversed from front to back, and the first enabled receive event that is encountered is added to the local history. Since any element of¸G is preceded in¸G by only finitely many other elements, this guarantees that each receive event will eventually be added.
If the system is FIFO, we must guarantee that all messages are received in the appropriate order. In the initial step, receive events are placed in¸G in the appropriate order; subsequently they are added at the same time as the corresponding send event is added to a local state. Thus for each i and j, the receive events receive(m) are added to¸G in the same order as the events send(m) are added to r H . At each step, the first enabled receive encountered in¸G is removed. By the first property of enabling relations, it is impossible that the reception of one message from a given processor be enabled, while that of a second message from the same processor is not. Therefore the receive events receive(m) will be added to r G in the correct order for each j. )
Note that the second property of enabling relations is required for this proof. If this property did not hold of the enabling relations in our system, we would be unable to guarantee that the partial run could be extended to a run in which all messages sent are also received: if a particular receive event is not at the head of a processor's receive list at one of the finitely many points at which it is enabled, then we will have a message that is sent but not received. In this case, we would have a slightly weaker result: namely, that a partial run of system S could be extended to a total run of some system S with identical processor, channel, and event sets. S need only have enabling relations which are supersets of the corresponding relations in S , and which in addition do satisfy the desired properties. In this system the proof would proceed as above.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 1 is the following: if r is a run of system S, (l , 2 , l L ) is a consistent cut in r, and for some i there is a send event e G which is enabled by l G , then there is a run r of S in which e G immediately follows l G . This is true because (l , 2 , l G · e G , 2 , l , ) is again a partial run and can therefore be extended to a total run.
Our second lemma states that the event receive(m) may occur at processor j as soon as all events of j which happen-before send(m) have occurred. This is true because of the asynchrony of our systems: message transmission may be arbitrarily fast, and the receiving processor proceed arbitrarily slowly in comparison. The only constraint is that a message cannot actually travel back in time, and be received before some event which precedes its sending. (A proof of this lemma first appeared in [27] 
a message sequence with the same three properties as the original. If this new sequence has no more than N messages, we are done. Otherwise we can repeat the argument above, until we arrive at a short enough sequence of messages.
We know, then, that there are only finitely many events which happen-before any given event in any given run. In particular, there are only finitely many events in run r that happen-before send(m) or an event in l H , and thus only finitely many such events at each processor p. These events form a local state of p (since if ePe then all events preceding e at p also happen before e). If, for p9i, j, we call this local state l N , then the vector l" 
Potential causality between two events at different processors must be transmitted through the reception of a message sent between those two processors. If an event e H of j happens-before an event e G of i, then if e G is not a receive, e H must happen-before the event immediately preceding e G as well. This is the conclusion of the fourth lemma.
Lemma Our final lemma concerns the following consequence of local delay: if a set of events has been locally delayed in the states of a partial run, then in some extending run, each event is re-enabled with no intervening receives. Note that this is not immediate from the definition of local delay: that definition guarantees only that for each delayed event, there is some run where no communication is required to end the disabling. We need to show that it is not the case that in each of these runs, some other event must wait upon reception of a message to be re-enabled. 
, and so on in the enabling relation for i. Consequently, we can add each of these events to the consistent cut (l , 2 , l , ), resulting in a partial run of the system. (Note that, because these events are not receives, there is no causal circularity introduced, and no receive event is added for which the corresponding send will be missing.) This generalizes to all other processors. Since any partial run of a system can be extended to a total run of the system, by Lemma 1, the resulting total run satisfies the conditions for r in the lemma statement. )
Impossibility results for non-FIFO systems
In this section we present impossibility results for the non-FIFO cases in Fig. 4 . According to the claims made in this figure, global send inhibition is necessary (and sufficient) for a consistent-cut protocol for non-FIFO systems, regardless of whether or not protocol messages may be inconsistent in the designated cut. To establish these results, we assume the possible use of the maximum degree of inhibition other than global send inhibition: that is, global receive inhibition and local send inhibition. We then show that these are not sufficient for a protocol to produce cuts in which system messages are guaranteed to be consistent. The impossibility results for the remaining non-FIFO cases then follow immediately, as in these cases the degree of inhibition involved is weaker and/or the requirements on the designated cut are stronger.
Theorem 1. ºsing global receive inhibition and local send inhibition, there is no consistent-cut protocol for non-FIFO systems. Moreover, this is true even if we require only that system messages be consistent.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we need only prove that, for any protocol satisfying the conditions of the theorem, in some run of the protocol with respect to some system, the cut produced by the protocol is inconsistent. We can therefore assume as we please throughout the proof that receives and/or sends are enabled by a given sequence of system events. We will show that, for any CCP as described, there is necessarily a run with the following property: for some two processors, there is causal circularity between the last states preceding the cut in which each processor is willing to receive messages from the other.
Proof of ¹heorem 1. Given a run r of the protocol with designated cut (c , 2 , c , ), let i be any processor such that c G 9 . Let c G "l G · e G , l G be the last proper prefix of i's cut state in which receives from some processor are enabled and e G be the event following l G in r. Let j be any processor such that receives from j are enabled in l G . We consider first the possibility that j's cut state c H is empty. As noted above, we may assume that there is a system send event send(m HG ) enabled by the empty sequence of (system) events, where m HG is a message from j to i. If this event is not disabled by the protocol in state c H , then we may assume without loss of generality that send(m HG ) occurs immediately after c H . (As remarked after the proof of Lemma 1, there is some run in which this is the case, and by the distinguishability criterion of CCPs (condition (2) of Definition 1) the cut states designated by the protocol in that run will be identical to those in r.) Now, e G P / send(m HG ): no events happen-before send(m HG )! Lemma 2 then implies that there is some run r in which Fig. 6 . Note that some of the receive-free intervals may be empty; e.g., it may be that e G "e G .) The first part of the argument is very similar to that in the empty-cut-state case discussed above. We let send(m GH ) be a send event of processor i that is enabled by the subsequence of system events in l G · e G , and send(m HG ) be a send event of processor j that is enabled by the subsequence of system events in l H · e H . The protocol may inhibit the occurrence of send(m Fig. 6 ). (2) of Definition 1 to show that there is a run in which the message m HG is inconsistent. Since m HG is a system message, our proof is now complete. )
Impossibility results for FIFO systems
This section contains the theorems corresponding to the two IMP results for FIFO systems in Fig. 4 
Theorem 3. ¹here is no CCP for FIFO systems that uses local send inhibition and no receive inhibition, if protocol messages are required to be consistent.
Recall from Sect. 4 that there is a consistent-cut protocol (Flood1) for FIFO systems which uses local send inhibition; however, Flood1 does produce cuts in which there are inconsistent protocol messages. Theorem 3 asserts that it is impossible to prevent this phenomenon using local send inhibition only. Theorem 2 demonstrates that some form of inhibition is always required, whether or not one is concerned with the consistency of protocol messages. The remainder of the impossibility results for FIFO systems as illustrated in Fig. 4 follow immediately from Theorems 2 and 3.
The proofs of these theorems are very similar: that of Theorem 2 first appeared in [10] , and that of Theorem 3 in [9] . In both proofs, we assume the existence of a CCP with the required characteristics and derive a contradiction. The statements of the lemmas, and the succession of lemmas required, are the same for both proofs. The proofs differ in that in the non-inhibitory case, one can assume that the event immediately following a cut state is a system send, while in the presence of local send inhibition, one cannot. The proof of Theorem 2 produces a possible run in which one of these system messages is inconsistent. The proof of Theorem 3 also produces a possible run in which there is an inconsistent message; however, due to local send inhibition, this message can be made to be a protocol message. This is the intuition behind Flood1: the first message to a given neighbor after a processor's cut state may be inconsistent, so ensure that message is a protocol message. Though Theorem 2 is perhaps the more interesting result, we present the proof of Theorem 3 here, as it is slightly the more involved of the two, and then note what modifications would be required to transform the argument into a proof of Theorem 2.
The arguments of this section are more complicated than those of the impossibility proof for non-FIFO systems. The extra difficulty arises because one cannot as easily ''push back'' the reception of messages in a run. In the non-FIFO case, it is sufficient to show that a causal relationship could not hold between particular events; here, we must ensure in addition that the FIFO condition is not violated. Thus the fact that the system is FIFO can be made to work for a hypothetical protocol, and against our attempt to derive a contradiction.
A sketch of the development of our proof of Theorem 3 is as follows. We assume that there is a CCP for FIFO systems which utilizes local send inhibition only, and which guarantees that both system and protocol messages are consistent. Through a sequence of lemmas we derive a contradiction. First we show that if event e H is the last event of j's cut state and event e G is in i's cut state, then e H Pe G implies that in fact e H and e G are the sending and receiving of a single message, and e G is the last event of i's cut state (Lemma 8). Next we show that, if such a message does not occur from j to i, then there must be an ''essential'' message that i sends to j before reaching its cut state; the reception of this message causes j's cut state to occur if it has not previously done so (Lemma 9). Next, by Lemmas 10 through 13, we prove the existence of a run in which no cut states occur along a single message as in Lemma 8 and therefore every pair of processors must exchange essential messages; furthermore, for one processor, say k, all of the essential messages which it sends arrive after its neighbors' cut states. Finally, our argument concludes with a proof that there is a possible run as in Lemma 13, but in which k is forced to reach its cut state before sending an essential message to one processor. The absence of this message allows an inconsistent cut to be produced by the protocol.
Preliminary lemmas
We now proceed to the sequence of lemmas required for the proof of Theorem 3. Throughout the remainder of this section, the reader should keep the following in mind:
-we are dealing with FIFO systems only; -we are assuming the existence of a CCP for FIFO systems that uses only local send inhibition, and that guarantees the consistency of all messages; our aim is to reach a contradiction by proving the existence of a protocol run in which some message is inconsistent with respect to the designated cut; -because our CCP must work for all runs of all FIFO systems, we may, in our arguments, make any worst-case assumptions about the enabling relations on sequences of system events, and about the occurrence of enabled events; in particular we will assume that all receive events are always enabled.
The following lemma states that if one processor reaches its cut state immediately upon (after) sending a message, then if the receiving processor has not already reached its cut state, it must do so upon reception of that message. If it does not, then it leaves open the possibility of a post-cut message being received before the cut state is reached. (m) , and e G be the event immediately following receive(m). We assume that some system send to i is enabled by the subsequence of system events in j's cut state. Suppose this send event is disabled by the protocol for some (possibly zero) number of states following j's cut state. By Lemma 6, we know there is some run r with identical cut states and in which there are no receive events between j's cut state and the re-enabling of this send event. We can also assume that this send occurs as soon as it is re-enabled. Let send(m) be the first send to i occurring after j's cut state (i.e. m is either a protocol message sent in the receive-free interval following j's cut state, or it is the system message which we have assumed occurs at the end of this interval -see Fig. 7(a) in causal circularity; therefore, it must be that e G P / send(m). Also, since the system is FIFO and m is received at i before e G occurs, all messages sent from j to i before m have been received before the occurrence of e G . Therefore by Lemma 3,  Fig. 7(b) ). The cut state of i in run r cannot occur before receive(m), or it would have done so in run r (condition (2) of the definition of CCP). Therefore in run r, m is sent after j's cut state and received before i's, and the cut is inconsistent, which is a contradiction. ᮀ The next lemma states the circumstances under which the last event of one cut state can happen-before some event in another processor's cut state: namely, the two events must be the send and receive of a single message, and the latter event must be the last event in the cut state of the processor at which it occurs. 
Lemma 8.¸et r be a run of the protocol. Suppose that j's cut state in r is

Primary lemmas
The question of whether a pair of processors' cut states occur as in Lemma 8, i.e. immediately upon the sending and reception of a single message, is a critical one. If they do, then there is no possibility of an inconsistent message between the processors: any such message would violate either the FIFO condition or the happens-before partial order. We therefore use the following terminology: in a run r, i's and j's cut states occur along a message if there is some message m such that i reaches its cut upon send(m) and j reaches its cut upon receive(m), or vice versa. A processor j's cut state occurs along a message if there is some i such that i's and j's cut states occur along a message. If the cut states of neighboring processors i and j do not occur along a j to i message in some run r, what might happen? Let m be the last message sent to j in i's cut state in r. If receive(m) occurs in j's cut state, and is not the last cut-state event, then there is the possibility of an inconsistent i to j message in r (see Fig. 8(a) ). If receive(m) occurs after j's cut state, then there can be no inconsistent i to j message in r (the FIFO condition would be violated -see Fig. 8(b) ). However, we know that we cannot exclude the possibility that in some other run, m is received earlier in j's execution (Lemma 3). Again, if there are events between receive(m) and the end of j's cut state in that run, then the door is left open for an inconsistent i to j message. The only way to ensure that this cannot happen is for i to send, in its cut state, a message M to j such that the event receive(M) is guaranteed to cause j to reach its cut state if it has not already done so. In fact, such messages must be exchanged between all neighboring processors which do not cut along a message (see, for instance, the Cut messages in the protocols of Sect. 4). This is formalized in the following lemma.
Lemma 9.¸et r be a run of the protocol in which i's and j's cut states do not occur along a j to i message.¸et l
G · e G be i's cut state in r. ¹hen l G · e G must
contain an event send(m) such that, in all runs r of the protocol in which l G · e G is i's cut stateand in which i's and j's cut states do not occur along a j to i message -either receive(m) is the last event in j's cut state, or receive(m) occurs after j's cut state.
Proof. Let j's cut state in run r be l H · e H and suppose that there are no sends to j included in i's cut state in r. If some send event from i to j has been disabled by the protocol in i's cut state, then by Lemma 6 there is a run r in which cut states remain the same and the re-enabling of this send event occurs without intervening receives. We can assume that the send occurs immediately upon its re-enabling. Let m be the first message sent from i to j after i's cut state. (As in the proof of Lemma 7, m is either a protocol message sent during the receive-free interval, or the system message that we have assumed is sent at the end of this interval.) There are no receives between e G and the sending of m. Furthermore, it is the case that e H P / send(m), because by the preceding observation and Lemma 5, e H Psend(m) would imply e H Pe G ; however, by Lemma 8 this could only happen if e H "send(m) and e G "receive(m), which we have assumed not to be the case. So e H P / send(m). Since there are no messages sent from i to j in l G · e G , the hypotheses of Lemma 3 are satisfied, and therefore there exists a run r in which receive(m) occurs immediately after l H . In run r, j's cut state cannot occur before receive(m); therefore the cut produced in run r is inconsistent. Fig. 8 . a Since the processors do not cut along a message, e H P / e G , so there would be no causal circularity. b In order for m to be inconsistent, the FIFO ordering would have to be violated We have established that i must send at least one message to j in l G · e G . Let m be the last such message. We want to show that not only in r, but in any run in which l G · e G is i's cut state, receive(m) must be j's last cut-state event, or a post-cut event. So assume there is some run in which i's cut state is l G · e G , i's and j's cut states do not occur along a j to i message, and receive(m) occurs before the last event of j's cut state in that run (call that last event e H ). As above, if system sends from i to j have been disabled by the protocol in i's cut state, we can consider a possible run r and message m such that: r has the same cut states as r, m is the first message sent by i after its cut state, and there are no receive events between i's cut state and send(m). Since i's and j's cut states do not occur along a j to i message, e H P / e G so e H P / send(m) (by Lemma 5, since there are no intervening receives). All messages sent to j in l G · e G have been received before e H (since m is the last such message, and receive(m) precedes e H ), and so applying Lemma 3 produces a run in which the cut is inconsistent. Consequently either e H "receive(m) or receive(m) occurs after j's cut state. )
We call a message such as that described in Lemma 9 essential (i.e. an essential message is one upon whose reception the receiving processor will reach its cut state, if it has not already done so). If a message is not essential, but in the run under consideration it happens to be received after or immediately before the receiver's cut, the message is termed incidental. We have seen that every pair of neighbors must either have cut states occurring along a message or exchange essential messages in order to guarantee consistency of the cut. (Thus cut states cannot be empty.) When essential messages are exchanged, Lemma 10 demonstrates that, due to asynchrony, the reception of some of these messages can be ''pushed back'' until the receiving processor necessarily reaches its cut state immediately after the reception of one of them. Later, in order to complete the proof of our theorem, we demonstrate a run in which this ''pushing back'' results in a processor reaching its cut state before it has sent all the necessary essential messages. Fig. 9(b) .
, then r satisfies the lemma. Otherwise, let s be the vector of local states such that (a) s
. By a similar argument to that above s is also a partial run and can be extended to a total run. Since m , 2 , m L contain an essential message m I , we can repeat this process to obtain a run satisfying the lemma, in k or fewer steps (Fig. 9(c) ). ᮀ In the scenario of Lemma 10 ( Fig. 9(c) ), when processor j's cut state occurs upon the reception of a message from i, it cannot of course occur along a message to or from any other neighbor, and so j must send essential messages to all its neighbors with the possible exception of i. We would like to show that it is possible for a processor to receive an essential message before it has sent all of its own, and thus produce a situation in which an inconsistency can arise.
To prove the existence of a run in which this actually happens requires some gymnastics. First, we need to show that there is some run of some system in which some processor j's cut state does not occur along a message, so that j sends essential messages to all its neighbors, and all its neighbors send essential messages to it. One way to do this is to show that there is some run r in which the last event of every processor's cut state is a receive event (and hence none is a send). We will then want to look at what would happen if j received an essential message earlier in some other run r, and reached the cut before sending out essential messages. So that it is still impossible for j's cut state to occur along a message in r, we would like the other processors' cut states to be the same in r as in r. In order for this to be the case, essential messages sent by j in r (and not sent in r) cannot arrive at their destinations before the cut in r; they must be received afterwards. Altogether, then, we require a run in which every processor reaches its cut state upon a receive; and there is a processor j such that none of j's neighbors reaches its cut state upon receiving a message from j. By means of the following three lemmas, we start with an arbitrary run, and progressively message it into a run satisfying these criteria. The final argument in the proof of Theorem 3 will then show how this run can be manipulated to form a possible run in which the cut is inconsistent.
We start by showing that it is possible to find a run in which at least one processor's cut state ends with a receive event. Below, the degree of a processor in a network refers to the number of its neighbors. Recall that a protocol must apply to systems with any network configuration (processor set and channel set). Proof. Let S be any system and j any processor in S with degree at least two. Suppose there exists a run r of the protocol with respect to S in which j's cut state does not occur upon a receive. Since j has degree at least two, j has a neighbor i such that i's and j's cut states do not occur along a j to i message. Lemma 10 can then be applied, and produces a run in which j's cut state occurs upon receipt of a message from i. )
Next, we show that it is possible to find a run in which one processor's cut state occurs upon a receive but not along a message. Proof. By Lemma 11 there is a run r and a processor j of degree at least two such that j's last cut-state event in r is a receive. Let l H · e H be j's cut state. Let i be a neighbor of j such that e H is not the receive of a message from i; it is possible to find such an i since degree( j)72. By Lemma 9 there is an essential message sent to i in l H · e H ; since e H is not a send, this message must be sent in l H . Let m be the first j to i message that is incidental or essential in run r. If i's last cut-state event e G is receive(m) then i satisfies the lemma. If not, one can apply Lemma 10 to push back the reception of m (and possibly of subsequent j to i messages) and get a run in which i's cut state does occur upon reception of a message from j and in which l H · e H is j's cut state. In this new run, i satisfies the lemma. )
The third step is to find a run in which each processor's last cut-state event is the reception of a message not along the cut, and there is one processor which has sent none of these messages.
Lemma 13. ¹here exists a protocol run in which (1) every processor reaches its cut state upon a receive but not along a message; and (2) there is a processor j such that none of j's neighbors reaches its cut state upon receiving a message from j.
Proof. By Lemma 12, there is a protocol run r in which at least one processor i satisfies the condition described in (1) . If i's last cut-state event is receive(m), set D"+i,, and let Q be a queue consisting of all neighbors of i, with p at the head. Since i's and p's cut states do not occur along a p to i message, there exists (by Lemma 10) a run r in which p's cut state occurs upon reception of a message from i, and in which i's cut state remains unchanged. Add p to D, delete it from Q, and add its neighbors other than i to the back of Q. Repeat this procedure: at any step, the processors in D are amongst those which, in the current run rR\, satisfy condition (1). In addition, the processor p at the head of Q is a neighbor of a processor k3D, and p's and k's cut states do not occur along a p to k message. Lemma 10 again gives a run rR of S in which p's cut state occurs upon reception of a message from k, and for all d3D, d's cut state in rR is identical to that in rR\. Processor p satisfies the condition of (1) in run rR; add it to D, delete it from Q, and add all its neighbors which are neither in D nor already in Q to Q. Since at each step one processor is added to D, this procedure must eventually halt. Since the network is connected, all processors will eventually be added to Q and thus to D. Therefore the repetition ends with a run rR satisfying (1).
Let j be the last processor removed from Q; all of j's neighbors must be in D. However, after the first iteration of the above construction, any processor in D reaches its cut state upon reception of a message from some other processor in D. Thus j satisfies (2). )
Proof of Theorem 3
By the final lemma above, w9-e ca-n find a run r and a processor j such that j's cut state in r occurs upon a receive but not along a message, and such that all of j's neighbors reach their cuts upon reception of messages sent by processors other than j. Let p's cut state in run r be l N · e N for each processor p. Since j's cut state does not occur along a message, j must send an essential message to each of its neighbors (Lemma 9); since e H is a receive event, the essential sends must all be contained in l H . Let i be the processor whose first incidental or essential message from j in run r is sent last in l H . (That is, when j first sends an incidental/essential message to i, it has already sent incidental/essential messages to all its other neighbors.) Let l G · e G be i's cut state in r. We know that e G is a receive, but not of a message from j. Let send(m) be the first send of an incidental/essential message to i in l H . Then neither send(m) nor any event after it can happen-before any event in any other processor's cut state. This follows because, if l H is the portion of j's cut state before send(m), then l H · send(m) contains the send of an incidental/essential message to each of j's neighbors (see Fig. 10 ). By assumption, no processor reaches its cut upon receiving a message from j, so each of these messages is received after the receiver's cut state. Thus any message sequence starting at or after send(m) and ending with an event of another processor's cut state will make the cut inconsistent. Therefore send(m) does not happen-before any event in another processor's cut state, and no event which follows it in j's local history can do so either.
Consider now the vector of states c"(c , 2 , c , ) where c H "l H and c N "l N · e N for p9j. The argument in the preceding paragraph shows that this vector is a consistent cut in run r and therefore a partial run. Let m , 2 , m L be the messages sent from i to j in l G that are not received in l H -there must be at least one, since by Lemma 9 there must be an i to j essential message; this message cannot be received in l H as j's cut state in run r only occurs at some point after l H . Since receive events are assumed to be always enabled, we can add events receive(m ) through receive(m L ) to l H in c to get partial run c; this can in turn be extended to a run r. Note that for every processor p9j, p's cut state in r must be l N · e N as in r; also, since m , 2 , m L contain an essential message, j's cut state in r must be l H · receive(m ) · 2 · receive(m I ) for some k6n. If system sends from j to i have been disabled by the protocol in j's cut state in r, we appeal to Lemma 6 and consider a possible run r and message m such that: r has the same cut states as r, m is the first message sent by j after its cut state, and there are no receive events between j's cut state and the sending of m (see Fig. 11 ). Since e G is a receive event, it does not happen-before any event in j's cut state. There are no receive events between j's cut state and send(m), so e G does not happen-before send(m) either. Therefore the hypotheses of Lemma 3 are satisfied, and there is a possible run in which l G · receive(m) is a prefix of i's cut state, so that m is inconsistent with respect to the cut formed by the protocol. ᮀ
Further results
As we have stated, the proof of Theorem 2 is very similar to, but slightly simpler than, that of Theorem 3. Proof of ¹heorem 2. We assume that there is a non-inhibitory consistent-cut protocol for FIFO systems, and use a sequence of lemmas identical to those used in the proof of Theorem 3. The proofs of the lemmas differ only in this: rather than having to take into consideration the fact that the first send by a processor after its cut state might be a protocol message, and occur only after a receive-free interval, we can assume that the first post-cut event is a system send to the appropriate processor. Because the protocol is non-inhibitory, this send event cannot be prevented. Thus the inconsistent message that will be produced in the final phase of the proof is guaranteed to be a system message. )
Conclusions and related work
In this work we have distinguished local versus global inhibition, and have consequently defined a spectrum of protocol capabilities with respect to inhibition. We have given a complete analysis of the existence of consistentcut protocols as a function of these capabilities, while also considering the FIFO or non-FIFO nature of the system and whether or not protocol messages are allowed to be inconsistent with respect to a cut. We have shown that local inhibition is necessary and sufficient to develop a CCP for FIFO systems, while global inhibition of send events is necessary and sufficient for non-FIFO systems.
One might next ask whether there is some class of non-FIFO systems for which CCPs with lesser degrees, or different kinds, of inhibition might exist. The answer, however, is negative. If we specify a class of systems by some property of the processor network, such as the number of processors or the network topology, then there is no class of non-FIFO systems for which anything less than global send inhibition suffices. This follows from the fact that no topological property of networks was used or assumed in the proof of Theorem 1. In the FIFO case, there is a class of systems for which the impossibility results do not hold. There is a non-inhibitory consistent-cut protocol for the class of networks in which there are only two processors: the two processors cut along a protocol message. All messages will be consistent with respect to the designated cut. The same non-inhibitory protocol will of course also be successful for any subset of this class. The conclusions of Theorems 2 and 3 hold in all other cases: the only topological assumption made in the proofs of these theorems is the existence of a processor of degree two.
We have required two properties of enabling relations to guarantee communication reliability and to encode the conception that the propagation of potential causality is through the reception of a message. These manipulations are necessitated by our assumption that a processor does have the power to refuse to receive messages at given points in the course of its execution: receive events are not assumed to be always enabled. This is in keeping with such concurrent programming languages as Linda [15] and communication facilities such as those provided by Mach [23] or the Information Bus [24] , but differs from such models as those of [12, 16, 20] , and such communication packages as ISIS [2] . One can contemplate splitting our receive events into two separate events: the arrive event, in which a message actually is received at a processor, and the read event in which an arrived message is processed. All arrive events would be enabled by any state. Thus, the reception of a message would be two separate actions, the occurrence of only one of which is under local control. However, potential causality would be transmitted through the reading of a message rather than through its arrival at a processor: until it is actually read, no information about the state of the sender can be gained. The result is that we would have added arrive events only to more or less ignore them completely: we would still need the two properties above to hold (of read events); the causal consistency or inconsistency of a cut would depend on read events only; the cut produced by a consistent-cut protocol would have to be distinguishable only modulo the occurrence of arrive events, etc. We therefore choose the simpler model, and only remark that a simple transformation would convert any impossibility proof in our model into a proof of a corresponding theorem in the receptive model with separate arrive and read events.
We have not, in our model, permitted the selective enabling of receives from a single processor. The ability of a processor to ''peek'' at message contents without actually receiving the message would allow the processor to gain knowledge of the sender's state, and so potentially establish a causal relation between events at sender and receiver without a receive event taking place. Thus, placing the non-selectivity restriction on enabling relations meshes logically with the standard notion of the transmission of potential causality through sending and reception of a message. Therefore, though a selective-receive mechanism may be used in the underlying communication subsystem to guarantee reliable or FIFO communication, we have not assumed it but rather abstracted away from the details of the implementation. However, it is perhaps worth noting what the effect would be of allowing processors to selectively enable receives from a given neighbor on the basis of message contents. The results for FIFO systems would not change (since, regardless, processors must receive messages from a single neighbor in the order in which they are sent). In non-FIFO systems, however, it is possible to obtain a protocol symmetric to ¹ree which uses global receive inhibition only: between message phases, the reception of system messages is inhibited.
Non-FIFO channels in which messages can be ''piggybacked'' differ from the pure non-FIFO case, because an order is imposed on messages that are packaged together. The ''red-white'' algorithm of [14, 18, 22] is an example of a protocol which piggybacks a protocol marker onto system messages in order to determine consistent cuts. In that protocol, a color -either white or redis associated with each processor at each point in its local history. A processor starts out white, but may spontaneously turn red, after which it adds a red marker to each message it sends to a neighbor. Any white processor about to receive a red marker turns red immediately before doing so. The last white states of the processors form a consistent cut.
Our definition of ''inhibitory'' assumes a model in which system and protocol events are distinct, therefore it is difficult to analyze the red-white protocol in terms of inhibition. Certainly, however, it would interfere much less with a system's execution than global inhibition. Our results show that in fact a more powerful model in which system and protocol events are not distinct -e.g. one with message piggybacking -is required in non-FIFO systems if global inhibition is to be avoided. It is perhaps interesting to note that the red-white protocol does retain a ''global'' flavor: a processor must receive a message from a neighbor (directly or via a message chain through other processors) before it can cease piggybacking markers onto messages sent to that neighbor.
If one models the reception of a piggybacked message in the red-white protocol as two separate but consecutive receive events, the first of the protocol marker and the second of the system message, then one might consider the cut state of each processor to consist of all white events together with the reception of the protocol marker; thus there will be protocol messages that are inconsistent with respect to the designated cut. Otherwise, the reception of the protocol message in fact has the effect of designating the processor's previous state as its cut state. If this is feasible, then one could use Flood1 as a CCP for FIFO systems which will produce cuts in which all messages are consistent.
Finally, if piggybacking is available to processors and the reception of messages from a single neighbor can be selectively enabled, then in effect a non-FIFO system can be transformed by the protocol into a FIFO one: the CCP can piggyback message numbers onto all messages, and the processors may selectively receive messages on the basis of message numbers. Thus the Flood protocols can be used to designate consistent cuts in runs of these systems.
Another important issue is the relative complexities of CCPs. Related work [1] examines message versus time complexity trade-offs in a class of protocols, called synchronizers, which resemble CCPs although they differ somewhat in their causal constraints. A message-complexity lower bound for synchronizers is given as a decreasing function of time complexity. However, in that work inhibition is not considered directly, although it is a potential source for increasing the time complexity of protocols. It has been shown [11, 27] that any CCP for FIFO systems requires at least one message per bidirectional channel. A proof of a lower bound of 2(N!1) protocol messages for CCPs for non-FIFO systems can be found in [11] .
